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To: General
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For the attention off Chris France,Mark Hill Hilary Saunders,Re planning application nym/2018/0177/fl. I have
some concerns that the planning application shows different heights for the proposed retaining gabion basket
wall.I feel this is relevant as the Scarborough coastal area engineer will have looked at the plans showing a
small wall at 1 metre and not been worried when in fact the height could be much more and much more
excavation and a taller wall would be actually be built.The coastal engineer has asked for the digging to be kept
at a minimum .The attachments from the planning application show 1.A metre high wall.2.Shows 2x 60cm high
baskets so 1.2metres and 3.The plans show 3 baskets and to scale so a 1.8 metres high wall.The distance has
actually been measured from the edge of the quarterdeck back to where the far edge of the wall would be at
approx 6 metres back(1.45m frontage.hut3.05 metres.gap at rear of hut.0.5metre.Gabion basket width 1 metre)
and the actual height gug out comes out at over 2 metres .As the plan states the existing embankment is to stay
and no removal of trees(there are small trees and bushes on the bank)and as the plans appear to show different
heights i would ask that you look at the plans perhaps measure the slope and retaining height needed? And if
wrong please take action.It may well be that the plans are actually to take away more cliff and re profiling of the
slope to make the 1metre fit but if this is so i believe as there are trees,Bushes and land drains on the coastal
slope in a consevation area that it should be on the plans if so. Neil Purves,Willow dene,Church
lane,Fylingthorpe,North Yorkshire,yo224pn.
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